The first edition of the ITSF Intercontinental Cup will take place in Las Vegas (USA) @Flamingo hotel during the ITSF International Series - “Hall of Fame Classic” from March 9th to 13th, 2016.

Asia-Oceania, Europe, North America and South America confederations will send a squad of its best players (Men and Women).

Those players will represent their respective continent and compete against each other’s to reach the Continental Champions title.

The winner will bring back home the trophy and will host 2018 edition on its continent.
Squad will be as follow:

- 7 men + 2 reserve (5 doubles / 4 singles)
- 2 women + 1 reserve (1 double / 2 singles)
- 1 coach (cannot play) + 1 assistant (could play)

2 matches are played at the same time in qualification and elimination. Each player play twice and can play only one single.

Each single players and double teams are allowed to choose their table individually from the 5 official ones.

- **Round 1**: Men Double 1 - Men Single 1 (3 different players)
- **Round 2**: Women Single 1 - Men Single 2
- **Round 3**: Men Double 2 - Women Double 1
- **Round 4**: Men Double 3 - Men Single 3 (3 different players)
- **Round 5**: Women Single 2 - Men Double 4
- **Round 6**: Men Single 4 - Men Double 5 (3 different players)

Once the match lineups (scoresheet) for each team have been officially set, reserved player(s) (2 men + 1 women) can be substituted in place of player(s) in the team lineup before their match (single or double) begins. A reserved player can only be substituted in for one match (single or double).

All matches in qualification and elimination are 1 game on each table, a game is first to 5 with 2 points difference up to 8.

Total game is 24 (12 matches*2 games), maximum total points is 24, win is 13 points. In elimination, if tie 12/12 it goes to penalty.

**Penalty**

4 men and 1 woman will have to shoot a penalty. The woman have to shoot the third penalty.

Each team can choose one table and each player may choose to shoot on any of this two tables.